Figure 1: Gerle Creek Bridge Location (Sycamore Environmental Consultants, Inc.)

1.2.
Purpose
The purpose of this drainage analysis is to develop 10-year, 50-year and 100-year peak flow to
provide a hydraulic evaluation for the proposed bridge location. This report is intended to detail
and document the hydrologic parameters and assumptions used to forecast the flows applicable
to design a bridge at Gerle Creek. The report also summarizes the potential scour condition for
the proposed bridge location.
2. Background
The drainage analysis is necessary to ensure that the proposed bridge will meet the specific
design standards provided by El Dorado County Department of Transportation (EDCDOT) and
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans). EDCDOT does not provide specific
freeboard design criteria. However, the County has a practice of designing 3 ft minimum
freeboard for 50-year event flood and 2 ft minimum freeboard for 100-year event flood. The
proposed bridge design will satisfy the following standard:
1. County of El Dorado Drainage Manual, dated March 1995
2. Caltrans Local Assistance Procedure Manual, Chapter 11, dated July 23, 2006
• The basic rule for hydraulic design of bridges is that; they should be designed to
pass the two percent (2%) probability flood or tide (Q50) or the flood-of-record,
whichever is greater without causing objectionable backwater, excessive flow
velocities, or encroaching on through traffic lanes. Sufficient freeboard, the
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vertical clearance between the lowest structural member, and the water surface
elevation of the design flood should be provided. A minimum freeboard of 2 feet
is often assumed for preliminary bridge design.
• The bridge should be able to withstand the effects of the base flood, Q100 without
failure.
3. Caltrans Memo to Designers 1-23 dated October 2003
• Adequate freeboard should be provided above the design flood to pass anticipated
drift. A site specific drift evaluation must be performed to determine the
horizontal (clear span) and vertical drift way requirement.
• Convey a flood having a one percent (1%) chance of being exceeded in any given
year (base flood designation Q100). No freeboard added to the base flood.
• Bridge foundation should not fail due to scour from base flood (Q100).
• Footings on piles may be located above the lowest anticipated scour level
provided the piles are designed for this condition.
3. Previous Studies and Reference Documents
No previous studies in the vicinity exist. The gauge data recorded and provided by SMUD was
used to check the reasonableness of the study. Frequency analysis was performed based on
twenty-five year gauge data recorded approximately 1.3 miles downstream of the proposed
bridge. No known Federal Emergency Management Agency published map has been found in
the project vicinity.
4. Hydrology
4.1.
Basin Characteristics
The Gerle Creek Basin is approximately 21.19 square miles upstream from the proposed bridge
location (Wentworth Springs Road). There are two distinct parts in the Gerle Creek basin:
upstream of the Loon Lake (approximately 8 square miles) and downstream of the Loon Lake
(approximately 13.19 square miles). The watershed is approximately 7 miles in length and 3
miles in width with, an elongated shape. In general, the basin consists of hilly terrain which is
located in Eldorado National Forest at elevation ranges from 5800 ft to 8000 ft. This basin is
aligned north-east to south-west with an average slope of the watershed of approximately 12
percent (see Figure 2).
4.2.
Soil Characteristics
According to the Foundation Investigation Report prepared by Taber Consultants, dated
December 2009, the surface and subsurface soil in the project area are as follows:
• The upper unit was encountered at each test boring location to approximately 3 to 10 ft
depth in all test borings. The upper unit consists of gravelly sand with cobbles, small
boulder and silt. The deposit is possibly a combination of creek sediment, colluvium from
Jonhy’s Hill and glacial materials. Larger boulders were observed upstream of the bridge
site and may exist within the abutment locations.
• Middle unit was encountered below the upper unit at 3 to 10 ft depth and extended to
approximately 23 ft depth in the west bank of the creek. Middle unit extended to
approximately to 31 ft depth in east bank of the creek. Middle unit material consists of
loose to semi-compact brown and gray sand and silt.
• The lower unit extended to the bottom of all borings. Lower unit material consists of
compact to very dense brownish red and gray silty sandy gravel with cobbles.
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•

Apparent scour was observed at the base of the bank on the southeast side of the creek.
The scour area is downstream of the southeastern abutment.

4.3.
Climate
The average temperatures in the vicinity of the project are 60oF in June and 32oF in winter.
Within last five years, the maximum and the minimum recorded temperatures at Loon Lake are
85oF and 8oF respectively. Winter storm season extends from November to April, and generally
moves from west to south-west and travel in a northeasterly to easterly direction.
4.4.
Rainfall Data
Generally, the project area receives precipitation in the form of snow and most of the runoff is
from the snowmelt. Precipitation data used for model input was obtained from the County of El
Dorado Drainage Manual. The Mean Annual Precipitation (MAP) for the project vicinity is 49
inches.
4.5.
Time of Concentration
Time of concentration estimations were performed per the County of El Dorado Drainage
Manual. Sheet flow is assumed to occur for maximum of 300 ft length and sheet flow travel time
is calculated based on the following equation:
Tt = 0.007(nL)0.08
(P2)0.5S0.4

Where:
Tt = sheet flow travel time, in hr
n = overland-flow roughness coefficient, 0.7 was chosen for this project
L = length of overland flow surface, in ft (maximum 300 ft.)
P2 = 2-yr, 24-hr rainfall depth in inches
S = land slope, in ft/ft.
The velocity of shallow flow over an unpaved surface is estimated based on the following
equation:
V = 16.1345(√ So)
Where, V = shallow-concentrated flow velocity, in ft/sec;
So = slope, in ft/ft.
Shallow Concentrated Flow travel time is the flow path length divided by the velocity.
The USGS regression equation was used to estimate for 2-year event flow. The channel-flow
travel time is the channel length divided by the velocity. See Table 1 for summary of time of
concentration. Appendix A provides sheet flow, shallow concentrated flow, channel flow travel
times, and total time of concentration.
5. Hydrologic Model Development
Runoff from snowmelt (rain on snow condition-energy budget) was used to achieve the depth of
precipitation which then was utilized to USACOE HEC-HMS Program Version 3.4 to develop
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hydrologic model for Gerle Creek watershed. Figure 2 provides the Gerle Creek basin
delineation.

Figure 2: Gerle Creek Basin Delineation

5.1.
Hydrologic Parameters
Appendix A provides the HMS model diagram and Mean Annual Precipitation for Gerle Creek
shed. Also included in Appendix A are Table A-1 (precipitation depth), Table A-2 (melted
precipitation), Table A-3 (sheet and shallow concentrated flow), Table A-4 (channel flow travel
time), and Table A-5 (total time of concentration). Parameters used in the hydrologic model were
based on concept of the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) Curve Number (CN) method. CN used
for the snow condition is higher than the actual soil CN on the ground. The hydrograph used for
hydrologic modeling was based on SCS type 1A temporal distribution consistent with the
County of El Dorado Drainage Manual. These guidelines recommend using type 1A temporal
distribution for projects located an elevation above 1640 ft.
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Because the HEC-HMS snowmelt model requires data that is not available in the vicinity of the
Project, snow melt has been calculated based on the average temperature, wind velocity and
forest cover. A generalized Energy Budget method applicable to partly forested area was chosen
from Engineer Manual 1110-2-1406 (USACOE-Runoff from Snowmelt).
The design storms were based on 24-hour duration for 10-year, 50-year and 100 year storm
frequency using:
• Rainfall depth provided by the County of El Dorado Drainage Manual dated March 1995,
updated August 2008, See Appendix A.
• Hydrologic parameters presented in the County of El Dorado Drainage Manual dated
March 1995.
Table 1 summarizes input parameters used for the HEC-HMS hydrologic modeling, including
curve number, conveyance and rainfall (rain on snow condition).
Table 1: Hydrologic Model Summary Parameters for Gerle Creek
Parameter
Basin
Shed W-1
Shed W-2
Watershed Area (mi2)
8.47
5.69
Loss Rate
SCS Curve Number
SCS Curve Number
Transform method
SCS Unit Hydrograph SCS Unit Hydrograph
Loss Rates
Initial Abstraction (in)
0
0
Curve Number
95
95
Impervious Area (%)
0
0
Transformation
Graph Type
Standard
Standard
Time of Concentration (min)
133.8
110.11
Lag Time (min)
80.3
66.1
Precipitation
Hydrograph Duration
24 hour
24 hour
Temporal Distribution
Type 1A
Type 1A
Mean Annual Precipitation
100-year precipitation (in/day) 8.95
8.95
50-year precipitation (in/day)
8.2
8.2
10-year precipitation (in/day)
6.33
6.33
Snowmelt
100-year (in/day)
3.76
3.76
50-year (in/day)
2.83
2.83
10-year (in/day)
1.53
1.53

Shed W-3
7.04
SCS Curve Number
SCS Unit Hydrograph
0
95
0
Standard
138.19
82.9
24 hour
Type 1A
49
8.95
8.2
6.33
3.76
2.83
1.53

5.2.
Land Use/Hydrologic Soil Type/Curve Number
Land use was evaluated using Google Earth image which indicates that the watershed consists of
forested areas with some open areas and dirt road. The ground is assumed fully saturated after
rain and snow. The SCS curve number used in the model is 95 for rain on snow and frozen soil
conditions.
5.3.
Peak Discharges
Peak discharges were analyzed by both HEC-HMS and USGS regression equation. Appendix B
provides the peak flow hydrographs developed from the HEC-HMS models for 10-year, 50-year
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and 100-year peak flows. Table 2 provides HEC-HMS peak discharge based on hydrologic
model parameter listed on Table 1.
Table 2: Hydrograph Analysis Summary of Results
Cumulative Sub- 10-year Peak
HEC-HMS
Sub-basin
Flow (cfs)
Node Location Area (mi2) basin Area (mi2)
W-1
8.47
8.47
725
W-2
5.69
14.15
529
Junction-1
14.15
529
W-3
7.04
21.19
582
Bridge Location
21.19
1110

50-year Peak
Flow (cfs)
1640
1197
1197
1196
2509

100-year Peak
Flow (cfs)
2296
1675
1675
1845
3510

Output

Table 3: USGS regression equation output
21.19
Area (mi2)
Mean Annual Precipitation (in)
49
Altitude index (thousands ft)
6.13
Return Period
Flow (cfs)
2-year, Q2
387
5-year Q5
951
10-year, Q10
1370
25-year, Q25
2225
50-year, Q50
2918
100-year, Q100
4003

Input

USGS regression equations are useful for relatively large drainage areas (greater than 0.5 square
miles) that experience a significant proportion of storm runoff from snowmelt (USACOE, 2005).
Hydrologic input parameters applicable to the USGS regression equations are watershed area
(mi2), altitude index (thousands ft) and mean annual precipitation (inch). Table 3 provides the
results from the USGS regression equations. The USGS regression equations are attached in
Appendix C.

Table 2 and table 3 indicate that both both HEC-HMS and USGS equation for Sierra Region
produced similar flows. The higher flows between HEC-HMS output and USGS regression
equation method were chosen as inputs into the HEC-RAS model. Table 4 provides the peak
discharge results used to analyze the proposed bridge hydraulics.
Table 4: Project Location Peak Discharge
Location
Peak Discharge
10% Annual Chance 2% Annual Chance
(10-year)
(50-year)
Gerle Creek Bridge
1370 cfs
2918 cfs

1% Annual Chance
(100-year)
4003 cfs

5.4.
Model Reasonableness
There is a SMUD stream gauge approximately 1.3 miles downstream of the study area. Data
from the gauge allowed the hydrologic models to be calibrated to the specific events. Though the
frequency of the event is unknown, the base flood is greater than the observed event flow which
verifies the reasonableness of the model output. A twenty-five year yearly peak flow gauge
record is included in Figure 3.
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Gerle Creek Outflow Below Rocky Basin Creek
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Figure 3: Yearly Peak Flow Recorded Data (1975-2000)

6. Hydraulic Model Development
The hydraulic model was extended approximately 700 ft upstream and 600 ft downstream of the
proposed bridge location. A steady-flow model was developed using HEC-RAS version 4.0.
Three water surface profiles, corresponding to 10-year, 50-year and 100-year peak discharges
were developed.
6.1.
Stream Channel Geometry Development
Information used for hydraulic modeling was derived using AutoCAD Civil 3D 2010. For each
stream reach four sets of data were used to develop HEC-RAS geometry: 1) stream centerline, 2)
cross section cut lines, 3) lines representing left and right banks, and 4) flow paths. AutoCAD
surface data are based on an actual topographic survey performed by the County of El Dorado
Department of Transportation. Cross sections were developed for the proposed project locations
upstream and downstream of the bridge.
During the hydraulic modeling and preparation of this document, only local area coordinate data
was available. Since then, conversion to NAD83 has been completed. It has been determined the
local area elevation datum of 1000.00 ft is equivalent to an actual elevation of 5840.90 ft above
mean sea level.
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6.2.
Bridge Modeling
The bridge scenarios were modeled using user defined cross sections for computation of energy
losses. Table 5 summarizes the proposed bridge dimensions used in HEC-RAS model.
Table 5: Bridge parameters (needs verification)
Bridge
HEC-RAS
Bridge
Bridge
No of
Crossing River Station Length
Width (ft) Piers
(ft)
Proposed 15.1
125
16
0

Proposed Low
Chord Elevation
(ft)
1001.00

Approximate Angle of
Attack Against the
Abutment (deg)
20

Proposed construction includes wing walls connecting into the interior corners of the bridge
abutments, see drawing included in Appendix D.
6.3.
Boundary Condition
Steady flow boundary condition was used for proposed bridge to represent the general channel
hydraulics.
• Proposed Bridge Downstream Boundary Condition: Normal depth was used and
normal depth slope of 0.02 was utilized based existing average ground slope. No FEMA
flood elevations are available for the study area.
6.4.
Losses
Selection of an appropriate value for Manning’s n is very significant to the accuracy of the
computed water surface profiles. The value of Manning’s n is highly variable and depends on a
number of factors including: surface roughness, vegetation, channel irregularities, channel
alignment, scour and deposition, obstruction, sizes and shape of the channel, stage and discharge,
seasonal changes, temperature, suspended materials, and bedload.
There are many factors that affect the selection of n value for the channel. The most important
factors that affect that selection of the channel n values are: 1) the type and size of the materials
that compose the bed and banks of a channel, and 2) the shape of the channel. Manning’s n
values were estimated by analyzing existing land and aerial photographs of the study area. The
estimated roughness coefficients utilized for Gerle Creek and overbank reaches for this report are
summarized in Table 6.
Table 6: Estimated Manning’s n values for Gerle Creek Hydraulic Model
Reach
East Overbank n
Channel n
West Overbank n
Gerle Creek Entire Reach
0.10
0.04
0.10

6.5.
Ineffective Flow Location
The proposed bridge has been analyzed without considering major ineffective areas in the flow
direction.
7. Gerle Creek Hydraulic Analysis
• Proposed Bridge: Records indicate that three previous bridges have been washed away
by flood waters. The proposed structure will replace the existing low water crossing.
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8. Hydraulic Model Results
8.1.
General
The summary of HEC-RAS output table is included in Appendix E.
8.2.
Hydraulic Findings
Table 7 summarizes the hydraulic model results.
Table 7: Summary of the Results at the Bridge Location (Station 15.1).
Profile
Peak Flow (cfs)
WSE
U/S velocity (ft/s) Freeboard Requirement
10-year
1370
996.06
7.50
50-year
2918
997.92
10.00
Minimum 3 ft
100-year
4003
998.97
10.60
Minimum 2 ft

The cross section provided in Appendix E from hydraulic modeling indicates that the 100-year
and 50-year event water surfaces are 998.97 ft and 997.92 ft respectively. To maintain minimum
3 ft freeboard for design (50-year event) flood and 2 ft freeboard for base (100-year event) flood,
the low chord elevation of the bridge shall be located at or above an elevation of 1001.00 ft.
9. Scour Analysis
9.1.
General
Flow velocities at the bridge location were reviewed for purpose of determining scour potential.
The minimum design standard for bridge scour is the base flood (100-year event flood). Scour
analysis has been performed using the methodology described in Hydraulic Engineering Circular
No 18, Evaluating Scour at Bridge (May 2001).
Scour is the result of the erosive action of flowing water, excavating and carrying away materials
from the bed and the bank of the stream and from around the piers and abutments of the bridges.
The most common cause of the bridge failure is scouring of bed materials around bridge
foundations. It should be noted that scour rates are dependent on the particular materials. Loose
granular soils are prone to rapid erosion by flowing water while cohesive or cemented soils are
more scour resistant.
9.2. Scour Analysis Methodology
No geologic hazards have been identified at the Gerle Creek Bridge site. However, sands found
at approximately 15 to 20 ft below ground surface in all borings are considered potentially
liquefiable. Apparent scour has been observed at the base of the bank on the southeast side of the
creek. The scour area is immediately downstream of the southeastern abutment. This pattern of
erosion appears consistent with high flow periods of Gerle Creek. It can be expected that high
water events along Gerle Creek coincide with seasonal snow melt (Taber 2009).
A preliminary scour analysis has been computed using the hydraulic model developed and soil
data. Particle size distribution report by Taber Consultant approximates the value of mean size
fraction of the bed material (D50) to be 0.2 mm for gravelly sand with cobbles, small boulders
and silt.
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9.3.
Long Term Aggradation and Degradation
Long-term aggradation and degradation may be the result of natural or anthropogenic forces. The
streambed may be aggrading, degrading, or in relative equilibrium in the vicinity of the bridge
crossing. No long term degradation and aggradation data is available at the proposed Gerle Creek
bridge location. There is no visible sign of long term aggradation or degradation at the proposed
bridge location; therefore, long term aggradation and degradation is assumed to be negligible.
9.4. Contraction Scour
Contraction scour occurs when the flow area of the stream is reduced by natural features or by a
bridge. The HEC-RAS program offer options to either manually input one these forms of
contraction or to select the default option where the program automatically determines the form
of contraction to be used based on critical velocities and mean flow velocities in the channel and
overbanks.
As stated before, a value of 0.2 mm was assigned for D50 and water temperature was assumed to
be 40oF. Contraction scour was computed for the 100-year flood event. Results of the contraction
scour are presented in Table 8.
Table 8: Summary of Contraction Scour at the Proposed Bridge
100-year Flood
East
Overbank
Channel
Parameters

West Overbank

Contraction Scour
Scour Depth Ys (ft)
Critical Velocity (ft/s)
Equation

0.24
0.99
Live

0.30
1.06
Live

1.03
1.32
Live

9.5.
Local Scour
Local scour consists of pier and abutment scour. Since there are no piers in the proposed bridge,
only scour at the abutment is a concern. Scour occurs when the abutment and the embankment
obstruct the flow.
Since the east abutment is located outside the base floodplain, no local scour is calculated by
model at that abutment. Scour at the west abutment was computed by Froehilich’s equation. The
user is required to enter the abutment type and skew angles. The program selects values for all of
the other variables based on the hydraulic output and the default settings. The results of the
abutment scour are presented in Table 9.
Table 9: Summary of Local Scour at the Proposed Bridge
100-year Flood
Parameters
East Overbank
West Overbank
Scour Depth Ys (ft)
3.71
Qe/Ae=Ve
1.21
Froude Number
0.20
Equation
Default
Froehlich

9.6.
Total Scour
Total scour is the combination of long-term elevation changes (aggradation and degradation),
contraction scour, and local scour at each individual pier and abutment location. Since long term
bed elevation changes were assumed to be negligible, total scour was computed as the sum of
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contraction and local scour. The total scour of the proposed bridge is presented in Table 10.
Figure 4 represents contraction scour and total scour at the proposed bridge.
Table 10: Summary of Total Scour at the Proposed Bridge
100-year Flood
Parameters
East Overbank
Channel
Total Scour Depth (ft)
0.30
1.02

West Overbank
3.95

Total scour is in the range of 1 to 4 feet for the abutments based on the assumption that the
scoured materials are erodible sediment and the east abutment is located outside the base
floodplain.
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Figure 4: Contraction scour and total scour at the proposed bridge

Rip-rap is recommended for both bank and abutment protection. Based on the upstream velocity
from the proposed bridge location, the size of the designed rock is ¼ ton consistent to the
Caltrans Highway Design Manual and USACOE EM 1110-2-1601. It is recommended that the
designed rocks shall be placed by method B.
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10. Conclusion
To satisfy Caltrans hydraulic design requirements and the County design practice for both 50year and 100-year computed peak flows, it is advised to follow the recommendations below.
Table 11 summarizes the recommendations based on Caltrans and the County of El Dorado
design criteria.
Table 11: Recommendations
Caltrans Requirement
• The proposed bridge will be able to pass the
two percent (2%) probability flood or tide
(Q50) or the flood-of-record, whichever is
greater
without
causing
objectionable
backwater, excessive flow velocities, or
encroaching on through traffic lanes.
Sufficient freeboard, typically a minimum
freeboard of 2 feet is often assumed for bridge
design.
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Summary/Recommendations
• To meet the minimum requirement of 3
ft freeboard for 50-year event flood
and 2 ft freeboard for 100-year event
flood, the low chord elevation of the
proposed bridge is recommended to be
set at or above an elevation of 1001.00.
• Banks and abutments shall be
protected with ¼ ton rip-rap, method B
placement.
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